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Abstract
Objective—Aortic sinus dilatation can lead to aortic valve regurgitation or even aortic dissection. Our
objective was to examine the association between body surface area (BSA) measures from childhood to
middle age and aortic sinus diameter in middle age. Understanding the relation of these two clarifies
how aortic size is normally determined.
Methods—Cardiovascular Risk in Young Finns Study is a longitudinal study with follow-up of over
31 years (1980-2011). The study comprises information of body composition from multiple time points
of 1,950 subjects with cardiac ultrasound measurements made in 2011. The association between BSA
in different ages and aortic sinus diameter in middle age was analyzed by linear regression modeling
adjusted with age, sex and diastolic blood pressure. Missing BSA values were derived for each life year
(ages 3-33) from subject-specific curves for body weight and height estimated from longitudinal
measurements using mixed model regression splines.
Results—BSA estimates in early twenties are most strongly associated with aortic sinus diameter in
middle age. Top association was observed at age 23 years with one SD increase in estimated BSA
corresponding to 1.04mm (0.87-1.21mm) increase in aortic diameter. Increase in body weight beyond
early twenties does not associate with aortic sinus diameter and the association between middle age
BSA and aortic size is substantially weaker (0.74mm increase [0.58-0.89mm]). These results were
confirmed in a subpopulation using only measured data.
Conclusion—The association between aortic sinus diameter and BSA is stronger when considering
BSA in young-adulthood compared to BSA in middle age.
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Key questions
What is already known about the subject?
Body surface area (BSA) along with age and sex is one of the most significant determinants of aortic
size measured at sinuses of Valsalva. Indexing aorta diameter to BSA can be used to evaluate normalcy
in clinical work but previous research suggests that the association between aortic sinus diameter and
BSA diminishes by age. This could affect negatively the evaluation of relative aortic size in older ages.
What does this study add?
This study shows that aortic sinus diameter is most strongly associated with BSA measured in early
twenties. Subsequent changes in body weight (usually resulting in higher BSA by developing obesity)
do not associate with aortic sinus diameter.
How might this add to clinical practice?
The result of the present study suggests that BSA measured in the early twenties may be the best
measure of body size to use when evaluating the aortic sinus diameter relative to body size. However,
more research is needed to confirm that using early-life body size leads to better clinical outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION
Dilatation of the proximal aorta, most often observed at Sinuses of Valsalva, can lead to aortic valve
regurgitation and to aortic dissection even without coexisting aortic valve pathology or genetic
connective tissue disorder [1-3]. Normally sex, age and body size estimated by body surface area
(BSA) are the most significant determinants of aortic sinus diameter. According to current American
and European guidelines an aortic size of approximately 1.9-2.0cm/m2 indexed to BSA may be
considered the upper limit of normal aortic size measured at sinuses of Valsalva [1,3,4].
Previous studies have shown that obesity and increased body height in childhood associate with
increased left ventricular size and abdominal aortic size [5,6]. As the circulatory system develops
parallel with body size during early life, it is plausible that the aortic sinus size of is also determined by
body size in early life. Supporting this, aortic sinus size is strongly correlated with BSA among
children but only moderately among middle aged population [7]. Most often aortic dilatation is
suspected incidentally when performing transthoracic ultrasound in middle age or later. By then body
weight has usually changed significantly from early life possibly interfering with the evaluation of
normal aortic size in relation to BSA.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the effect of developing body size from childhood to
middle age on the size of aortic sinuses measured in early middle age. Understanding the relation of
these two can clarify the underlying mechanisms of aortic growth and help define the limits of normal
aortic size. To address this question, we used the longitudinal data and cardiac ultrasound
measurements of the ongoing Cardiovascular Risk in Young Finns Study [8].
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METHODS
Study cohort
The Cardiovascular Risk in Young Finns Study starter in 1980 with random recruitment of six age
cohorts (3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 years) from five predefined geographical areas using data from the
national registry. Altogether 3,596 (83%) of the 4,320 invitees attended. Subsequent follow-ups were
performed in three-year intervals until 1992, and additional follow-ups were organized in 2001, 2007
and 2011 [9] resulting in 31 years of follow-up. In 2011, transthoracic ultrasound was performed on
1,994 subjects. For the purpose of this study, full data set of aortic measurements with complete
follow-up data of the studied factors is available from 1,950 subjects. A flow chart of the study
including the measured factors in each follow-up is presented in Figure 1. Participants who were lost to
follow-up between 1980 and 2011 were more often men than women (51% vs. 43%, p<0.001) but there
were no statistically significant (p<0.05) differences in baseline age, body mass index (BMI) or blood
pressure values among men or women. During the follow-up, 93 of the original participants died with
only 14.0% (n=13) of the deaths attributable to cardiovascular causes (none to aortic or valvular
causes). Specific details of the methodology have been described earlier [8,9]. All study participants or
their legal guardians if the participant was under 18 year of age, gave their written informed consent.
Local ethics committees at all recruiting study centres have approved the study protocol

Cardiac ultrasound
Transthoracic echocardiography was performed by a sonographer with Acuson Sequoia 512 (Acuson,
Mountain View, CA) ultrasonography, using 3.5 MHz scanning frequency phased-array transducer at
each study center. Aortic dimensions were obtained using standard M-mode images measuring the
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distances from leading edge-to-edge diameter in end-diastole from long axis view. The analysis of the
images was done by one observer using ComPACS 10.7.8 analysis program (MediMatic Solutions,
Genova Italy). Aortic sinus diameter was measured from sinuses of Valsalva which most commonly
also provides largest measurement for absolute aortic diameter. Images were also used to obtain
measurement from other sites of the thoracic aorta (aortic annulus, sinotubular junction and tubular
section) and to verify the morphology of the ascending aorta. As expected, with the exception of only
four study participants, the measurements from sinuses of Valsalva provided largest diameter values
when compared to aortic annulus or sinotubular junction. The primary purpose of the study was not to
identify subjects with bicuspid valves and therefore all subjects who attended were included to the
study. The methodology for the imaging has been described earlier in more detail [10].

Statistical analysis
The main outcome variable was aortic sinus diameter measured in middle age (between ages 34-49
years). Main exposure variable depicting body size was body size indexed to body surface area (BSA)
by body weight and height using the formula by Dubois&Dubois where BSA is determined as BSA=
0.007184 x height (m)0.725 x weight (kg)0.425 [11].
Body height and weight were measured at the follow-up visits from age points 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 in
year 1980 to age points 34, 37, 40, 43, 46, 49 in year 2011 for each study subject participating the
follow-ups. Due to the study design (separate age cohorts with three year age intervals) and nonparticipation of all original participants in all follow-ups, information for all ages from all participants
was not available. For this reason, yearly estimates of height and weight during early life years (ages 3-
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34) were obtained (estimated) by fitting subject-specific curves as mixed model regression splines. For
example, the height 𝑌𝑖𝑗 of individual at time 𝑡𝑖𝑗 was modelled as follows:
𝑌𝑖𝑗 = [𝛼 + 𝛽𝑡𝑖𝑗 + ∑5𝑘=1 𝛾𝑘 𝐵𝑘 (𝑡𝑖𝑗 ) ] + [𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑡𝑖𝑗 + ∑3𝑙=1 𝑐𝑖𝑙 𝐵𝑙 (𝑣𝑖𝑗 )] + 𝑒𝑖𝑗 ,

The model entails a population average profile as the fixed part (the terms in the first brackets) as well
as the subject-specific deviation from the mean profile as the random part (the terms in the second
brackets), and the measurement error term 𝑒𝑖𝑗 . In addition to the linear parts in the model, the spline
terms are included to model the possible nonlinear trends in the population average profile and the
subject-specific profiles. The term 𝑣𝑖𝑗 in the random spline term is the duration of the follow-up from
the baseline visit. The B-functions in spline terms are basis functions, which were used for constructing
the splines. Corresponding model was used for weight.
To avoid over-fitting, the number of knots in the subject-specific part was reduced (two knots on the
calendar time from 1980 to 2011) from that of the fixed effects part (four knots on age from 3 to 34
years). The population average profile was allowed to vary across birth cohorts and sex.
Using splines provides a very accurate prediction of subjects weight and height for missing data points
[12]. As expected, the resulting correlation between thus estimated and actually measured data for
BSA is strong as age dependent development of height and weight is very consistent. For age groups
with applicable data for comparison, the resulting correlation coefficients for BSA values ranged
between 0.978-0.992 (Age groups: 3 [n=265], 6 [n=548], 9 [n=866], 12 [n=926], 15 [n=945], 18
[n=968], 21 [n=560], 24 [n=543], 27 [n=346], 30 [n=563] and 33 [n=529] years). The results obtained
using the estimated values in the entire study population were further confirmed by using only this
measured follow-up data.
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Multivariable linear regression analysis was used to study the association between estimated and BSA
in different ages and aortic sinus diameter measured in middle age. In order to compare the relative
strengths of the associations, all BSA values were age standardized and centered to mean (ztransformed with mean=0 and SD=1). All analyses were adjusted for age, sex and diastolic blood
pressure which are the most significant factors associating with aortic sinus diameter (p≤0.001 for all).
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RESULTS
Population characteristics
Characteristics of study population measured in 2011 are presented in Table 1. The study population
comprises relatively healthy Caucasian general population. At baseline (in 1980) when most of the
subjects were still children and adolescents, only 0.7% of the subjects were obese (age and sex specific
values corresponding to adult BMI ≥30kg/m2), none had type 2 diabetes and 13.1% were daily
smokers. The development of BSA in the study population in early life is illustrated in Figure 2.

Mean aortic sinus diameter was 3.44cm (SD 0.30) or 1.68cm/m2 (SD 0.18) for men and 3.02cm (SD
0.26) and 1.70cm/m2 (SD 0.19) for women. In the entire study population one-year increase in age
associated with 0.10mm (95% CI: 0.08-0.13) increase in aortic sinus diameter. Overall, 107 subjects
(5.0%) had BSA indexed aortic sinus diameter greater than 2.0cm/m2. Sixteen of these subjects (15%)
had an aortic sinus diameter of 4.0cm or greater (only one female). Altogether forty-one subjects had
aortic size of 4.0cm or greater representing 2.1% of the population.

Associations of BSA measured in different ages with ascending aortic diameter in middle-aged
By observing adjusted regression coefficients, aortic sinus diameter measured in middle age associated
most strongly with estimated BSA values in early twenties (between ages 20-25 years)(Figure 3). The
association weakened gradually after that age (Figure 3). This age corresponds to the age when the
rapid growth of BSA is stalled by the end of body height growth and declining rate of lean mass
development (Figure 2). After early twenties BSA still grows but to a much slower pace and the two
figures no longer convergence (Figure 2 and 3). The highest regression coefficient for the association
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was observed for estimated BSA at the age of 23 years (coefficient 1.04 with 95% CI 0.87-1.21). The
regression coefficient for BSA measured at the time of the ultrasound (in middle age) was significantly
weaker (coefficient 0.74 with 95% CI 0.58-0.89). This means that one SD change in estimated BSA at
age of 23 years associates with approximately 1.04mm change in aortic sinus diameter whereas one SD
change in BSA in middle age associates with a 0.74mm change. In absolute terms this means that a 0.1
unit change in BSA at the age of 23 years corresponds to a 0.53mm difference in observed aortic size
as opposed to a 0.33mm difference when BSA is measured in middle age.
In order to control for any possible inaccuracies related to the estimated BSA data, the results
were confirmed using only observed data by applying linear mixed modeling with repeated measures
with an interaction between age at each BSA measurement and observed BSA thus allowing the
association between BSA and aortic sinus diameter to be different at different ages. In line, the highest
correlation coefficient was seen between BSA observed at the age of 21 years and middle age aortic
sinus diameter (coefficient 0.086 with 95% CI 0.064-0.109) after which the strength of the association
declined. Finally, when focusing on subjects with observed data at the age of 21 years and at the time
of the ultrasound (an age cohort, that also presented with the absolute highest correlation coefficient in
linear regression analysis, n=556), the difference in correlation coefficients for was substantial
(coefficient 1.45 with 95% CI 0.11-1.76 for BSA at age 21 vs. 0.95 with 95% CI 0.66-1.24 in middle
age) supporting the findings obtained using estimated values.
For clinical reference, the mean aortic sinus diameter in middle age indexed to BSA in early
twenties was 1.77cm/m2 for men and 1.81cm/m2 for women. The normal upper limits defined by 95%
threshold for observed values were 2.10cm/m2 for men and 2.12 cm/m2 for women. The association
between BSA estimated in early twenties (at age 23) and aortic sinus diameter measured in middle age
(between ages 34-49) in men and women is presented in Figure 4.
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The impact of weight change from early adulthood to middle age on aortic size
The fact that aortic size is most strongly associated with BSA measured in early adulthood suggests
that aortic size is determined by body size developed up until that point. We analyzed the association of
subsequent changes (Δ-values) in body weight (and BSA) from that age period to middle age. As
individual height remains almost constant from early adulthood to early middle age, the changes in
BSA only reflect body weight gain or loss between these ages. According to linear regression analysis
(model also adjusted with average of BSA between ages 21-25), Δ-weight did not associate
significantly with aortic sinus diameter (10kg change corresponding to a -0.065mm change in diameter
with 95% CI -0.186 to 0.056, p=0.290). The associations between change in body weight and aortic
sinus dimension were not significantly different among men and females (p>0.4 for interaction) and the
associations remained constant regardless of the baseline BSA (p>0.9 for interaction). Furthermore,
there was no significant interaction with age (cohort) showing that the effect of weight change is not
significantly different regardless the time in which it occurs (p>0.4 for interactions) as the time
difference between early adulthood and the ultrasound study in middle age up were approximately 10
years for the youngest age cohort and 25 years for the oldest age cohort.
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DISCUSSION
The novel results of this study reveal that compared with BSA measurements from other ages, BSA in
early twenties associates strongest with aortic sinus diameter in middle age. Weight gain after early
adulthood does not seem to have substantial impact on aortic size. This age (early twenties) marks also
the age when the rapid growth of BSA reaches its plateau suggesting that aortic size at sinuses of
Valsalva is strongly determined by body size development until that point.
The major indication of the present results is that estimating the relation between body size and aortic
sinus diameter, using contemporary BSA in middle age can lead into underestimating the relative size
of aortic size if the subject has substantially gained weight after early adulthood. Obviously, this
finding does not impact middle aged (or older) subjects who already have aortic sinus size larger than
normal by current standards (indexed to BSA or exceeding the absolute limit of 40mm) who should be
monitored and treated according to established guidelines [1,3,4]. However, middle-aged subjects who
are found to have relative aortic sinus size below but near the upper limit of normal and who have
substantially gained weight after early adulthood, should probably be monitored for possible abnormal
growth. For example, if a male subject with BSA of 1.7m2 in early adulthood gains 30kg (or 66lbs)
when becoming middle aged (corresponding to ~0.3m2 change in BSA), he is considered to have a
normal relative aortic size measured at 38mm in middle age (corresponding to 1.9cm/m2 indexed to
BSA). In reality, the relative size of the aorta could be already abnormal. As changes in body weight
seem to have very little impact of aortic diameter in later life, the possible abnormal growth tendency
should be reliably distinguished by recurrent transthoracic ultrasound follow-ups according to
established guidelines [1,3]. In line, dedicated longitudinal studies in adults over the age of 30 years of
age have shown that aortic sinus size increases very little with increasing bodyweight [13,14]. In the
Framingham risk study in a population with a mean age of 52 years, 10-unit increase in BMI (23-40kg
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increase between subjects of 150cm and 200cm of height) in a time period of 16 years corresponds to
only approximately 1mm change in aortic diameter [13]. Correspondingly results of the Coronary
Artery Risk Development in Young Adults Study with mean age of 30 years at the beginning of the
study have shown that a increase of 10kg in body mass over a 20 year period associates with 1.1 1.2mm increase in aortic diameter [14].
In order to avoid confounding by overweight, it has been also proposed that aortic diameter be indexed
to height instead of BSA. However, existing guidelines recommend using BSA because evidence of
large series for height indexed values are lacking and BSA seems superior to height in explaining aortic
size [1,3,4,15]. In the present study, we did not compare the predictive value of height and BSA but
indexing aortic size to BSA in early twenties accounts for the confounding by middle age overweight
and obesity but still captures the possible residual effect of weight gains during at the end of puberty. In
line with current recommendations the upper limit for aortic size index to BSA is similar in both sexes
(approximately 2.1cm/m2 in our population). The limitation of our data is that as aortic size increases
approximately 0.7-1mm for each decade for life, our reference figures should be interpreted with
caution in older patients.
Observing that that aortic size measured at sinuses of Valsalva is most strongly predicted by body size
in early life leads to the question of the relative impact of body weight and the possible effect of early
life obesity. Previous studies have showed that body weight seems to a have smaller relative impact on
aortic sinuses than body height [14,16]. Therefore it is questionable whether preventing childhood
obesity could prevent aortic sinus dilatation which is a strong risk factor for aortic regurgitation even in
the absence of abnormal valve morphology [17-19]. At least among adults, high BMI is not a
substantial risk factor for developing aortic regurgitation or aortic dissection [2,20,21]
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The strengths of the present study are the high quality follow-up data of cardiovascular risk factors
from childhood to middle age including anthropometric and physiological factors over the course of 31
years. During the follow-up time there has been only minimal loss to follow-up due to cardiovascular
mortality. The homogenous study population facilitates the observation of the impact of risk factors on
the studied endpoints.
Main limitation of the present study is that we do not have ultrasound measurements of aortic sinuses
from different age periods before middle age. Multiple measurements would provide reliable
measurements for the development of aortic size with age in respect to changes in body size. However,
given the very modest magnitude of the association between aortic growth tendency and changes in
body weight in previous studies, our main conclusions seem justified. Additionally, as we did not
screen for or excluded subjects with possible valvular or aortic abnormalities (which are rare), the main
findings are mainly based on observations of general population and not applicable to specific and rare
patient groups such as subjects with bicuspid aortic valve or other aortic pathology.
In conclusion, aortic sinus diameter seems to be mainly determined by achieved body size in early
twenties. Weight gain after that age does not have substantial impact on aortic size.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the study participants of the Cardiovascular Risk in Young Finns Study in
middle age (measured in 2011). Values are presented as mean (SD) for continuous variables and n (%)
for categorical variables.

Descriptive Variables

N=1950

Age, years (range 34-49 years)

42.0 (5)

Males
Diabetic (data missing in n=15)

894 (45.8%)
71 (3.7)

Daily Smokers (%) (data missing in n=100)

279 (15.1)

Body-Mass Index, kg/m2

26.5 (5.0)

Body Surface Area, m2

1.91 (0.22)

Overweight with body-mass index 25-30 (%)

704 (36.1)

Obese with body-mass index >30 (%)

397 (20.4)

Systolic blood pressure, mmHg

118.9 (14.1)

Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg

74.8 (10.5)

Use of blood pressure lowering medication (data missing in n=100)

184 (10.0)

Metabolic disorder According to National Cholesterol Education
Program (NCEP) criteria (%) (data missing in n=100)

412 (21.4%)

Aortic sinus diameter, cm (measured at Sinuses of Valsalva)

3.21 (0.35)

Aortic sinus diameter indexed to Body Surface Area, cm/m2

1.69 (0.19)
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Figure 1. Flow-chart of the longitudinal follow-up protocol of the Cardiovascular Risk in Young Finns Study.
Anthropometric data was recorded at three-year intervals from childhood to middle age.
*Missing values for body size (height and weight) during early life (years 3-34) were estimated calculating subject-specific
development curves for body weight and height were by mixed model regression splines using results from repeated
measurements of the study
**Participants invited from only one of the five geographical areas (versus five in the entire cohort)
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Figure 2. The development of mean body surface area in the Cardiovascular Risk in Young Finns Study population and the
lower and upper limits of its standard deviation.
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Figure 3. Curve of the association between body surface (m2) area in different ages and aortic sinus size measured in middle
age (34-49 years). The magnitude of the association in different ages (X-axis) is depicted by a continuous smoothed curve
of regression coefficients (with 95% confidence intervals) (values in Y-axis). The coefficient curve depicts the difference in
aortic size (mm) corresponding to one standard deviation increase in BSA in each age. The analysis was adjusted with age,
sex and diastolic blood pressure in middle age.
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Figure 4. Aortic sinus diameter in middle age (y-axis) by BSA in early twenties (x-axis). The graphs illustrate smoothed
mean response curves (solid line) for aortic sinus diameter in reference to BSA for both sexes. Dashed lines represent 95%
intervals for the upper and lower limits for normal aortic sinus diameter. Response curves were reproduced by fitting a
smoothed LOESS curve (Local weighted Scatterplot Smoothing by local regression) with 95% prediction intervals.

